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Baby, its cold!
Tips on keeping baby warm

Exclusive
offers and discounts



A unique in-water experience
taught by baby specialists

warm 34°C, auto purified water
intimate, private, clean facilities
babies from 3 to 36 months

The Buoyant Babies 
programme at The Swim 
Centre is amazing, it is so 
much fun and personal. They 
truly care about my baby’s 
development and everything 
is so warm, clean and private 
for mums like me. -Sarah

Enquire about Buoyant Babies 
444 3752 or www.swimcentre.co.nz
* free for 3-6 month old babies

Buoyant Babies



Hi there!

My name is Cara, and I am
the editor of BNHPC 
Baby Babble newsletter. 

I am a mum of two busy kids, 
Grace (6 yrs) and Ethan (5 yrs), 
a qualified Graphic Designer, and 
the owner of Cara’s Creations NZ. I 
have a passion for families, children 
and design, and I hope to share that with you all through 
the articles, recipes, ideas and information in our Baby 
Babble magazine. 

Congratulations to you all, and welcome to the best 
adventure you’ll face in this lifetime!

Cara x

Contact Us
P O Box 300 135 Albany

Auckland

09 414 5394

baysnorthharbour@gmail.com

Editorial
Cara Le Mouton

Committee Meetings:
We hold our meetings every

second Tuesday of each
month at 7:15pm.

If you’d like to join us
please contact Bridget or Kirsty:

bnhpcpresident@gmail.com

Connect with local parents,
hear about our exclusive

promotions, catch our events,
and more!

Find us on Facebook
facebook.com/bnhparentscentre

or Instagram
@parentcentre

Cover photo:
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Welcomed with love by
Jason & Nicole

Hi everyone!
Welcome to our Winter issue. 
You can certainly feel the chill in the air now as Winter 
has arrived. We have a great article, with tips on 
keeping bubs warm for winter. 
And on the winter topic, Bays North Harbour Parent 
Centre are very proud to share our support for a charity 
that is close to our hearts, Warming Hearts NZ. Have 
a read of the article sent in by a founding member and 
let us know if you can or would like to help out at all.
Also if you would like a certain topic featured in the 
Baby Babble or would like to share some tips, tricks or 
your birth story please contact me at 
baysnorthharbour@gmail.com. Keep warm everyone 
and enjoy this issue :)
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Antenatal (Child birth) Classes
Our Antenatal classes prepare new parents physically and emotionally for the changes during pregnancy and 
labour. New parents who attend our antenatal classes form strong friendships as they go through this exciting 
new stage in life together. We help to create coffee groups for the new mums to catch up and have a cuppa - and 
share what’s happening with their new baby! And for the dads - a beer group!

Our courses are held over 6 weeks (run once a week on a Wednesday or Thursday evening) or over 2 full days on 
consecutive weekends. We hold classes regularly throughout the year.

We recommend that you finish the course approximately one month before your due date. Class dates are below. 

2018 Dates:
 AN1807:  Two spaces left! Sunday 8th July & Sunday 22nd July 2018 (EDD: Late August - Early September 2018)
 AN1808: Sorry, no availability. Wait list only. Wednesday 11th July to Wednesday 15th August 2018 
(EDD: Late Sept - Early October 2018)
 AN1809: Saturday 1st & Saturday 15th September 2018 (EDD: Late October - Early November 2018)
 AN1810: Wednesday 12th September - Wednesday 17th October 2018 
(EDD: Late November - Early December 2018) 
EDD = Expected Due Date
Our courses are very popular and fill up quickly, so please book early on in your pregnancy to ensure you
secure a place. For more information please email us or phone 414 5394 and leave a message on our 
answering machine.

Moving & Munching Course (Two Sessions)
The Moving & Munching course is made up of two fun and informative sessions for parents of children aged (or 
soon to be aged) between 4 and 8 months. Babies are also most welcome to attend! 
All courses are held on Fridays from 1pm to 2.30pm at Sunnynook Community Centre on the corner of 
Sunnynook Road and Sycamore Drive.

Moving: 
The Moving session covers the development of fine and gross motor skills - and how you can assist them 
through play and bonding. The course will talk about how you can help your baby learn through play and 
exploration, identify key areas of your home environment that need safety-proofing now that baby’s mobility and 
manipulative skills are developing, how to identify your babies physical and mental milestones in the first year, 
and how you can create a learning environment in your home.
This is a casual class so please come dressed comfortably and bring blankets to enjoy with your little ones.

Munching 
The Munching session is about introducing solids and the best nutrition for your Baby. 
This session will provide you with practical tips and answer any questions you may have, for example:
• Why introduce solids around 6 months but not before 4 months? 
• Which signs indicate baby may be ready for solids?
• Which foods can be introduced first? 
• What are the developmental stages of feeding?
• How to ‘balance’ baby’s milk with solids? 
• Which textures are appropriate and when to introduce new textures?
• What are the best times to feed and how much food does baby need?
• Food hygiene: cooking, storing and reheating food
• Which equipment to use e.g. highchair, bibs, spoons, bowls etc
• Ideas for snacks and meals at different stages
When are our next courses?
MMMAY - Moving 11th & Munching 18th May, 
MMAUG - Moving 3rd & Munching 10th August.
MMOCT - Moving 19th & Munching 26th October.
MMDEC - Moving 7th & Munching 14th December.



Baby & You Classes
Baby and You classes are free for Parents Centre members. If you’re not a member,
enrollment in our Baby and You Membership Package is $110 and includes the following:

• One year Parents Centre membership
• One year subscription to Kiwi Parent magazine
• Four Baby and You classes - covering infant feeding, health & growth, touch (baby massage)  
   and child development. See the full description below.

All courses are held on Wednesdays from 10am to 11:30am 
at Sunnynook Community Centre on the corner of Sunnynook Road and Sycamore Drive. 

When are our next courses?
BY1804 - 2nd May - 23rd May 2018
BY1805 - 30th May - 20th June 2018
BY1806 - 4th July - 25th July 2018
BY1807 - 1st August - 22nd August 2018
BY1808 - 29th August - 19th September 2018

Infant Feeding:
• Infection
• Breast care
• Expressing
• Storage & Sterilisation
• Weaning basics and options available
• Feeding frenzies and growth spurts. 

Baby Massage:
• The importance of touch
• Massage demonstration
• Practical points.

Child Development:
• Sensory development
• Play
• Age appropriate toys
• Baby safety needs.

Health & Growth:
• Sleeping & feeding
• Colic   
• The 4-8pm unsettled period
• Rest & relaxation (self care) for mother & Baby
• General mother craft skills
• Plunket services – nurse, family centre
• When to go to the doctor and when to go to Plunket.

Toilet Training Course - Selling Fast - Get in Quick!!
Join Bays North Harbour Parents Centre and Laura Morley from Looloo Training Solutions for our new course, 
Toilet Learning, with the focus being on going through this necessary stage with less mess and less stress! 
This is an interactive, practical and informative workshop with loads of tips and strategies 
to make toilet training easier. It covers:
• When is the best time to start abandoning day time nappies?
• What is the best way to toilet train without the battles, nagging or constant reminders?
• How to motivate your child to get out of nappies and use the loo and sit on it long enough 

 to do something on it.
• How to catch a poo on the loo.
• What to do when your child sits on the potty or toilet and does        
   nothing on it.
• Whether to use disposable training pants when you go out if you are      
   worried they may have wee puddles.
• Potty vs toilet - which is best to start with?

Our classes sell out fast, so be sure to book now!!
Course Date: Monday 6th August 2018 7:30pm 
 Venue: Meadowood House - 55 Meadowood Drive, Unsworth Heights
Pricing: $35 per person which includes a goodie bag worth $30!
www.looloo.co.nz/collections/workshops



Congratulations
to our new parents!

Annabelle Rose
Born 09.04.18
Welcomed by 
Jacinda & Mark

Agustín H. 
Born 28.04.18 
Welcomed by
Mónica & Javier

Emily Rose
Born 13.03.18
Welcomed by
Lesley & Tom

Flynn
Born 03.03.18
Welcomed by
Louise & Chris

Luke
Born 24.04.18
Welcomed by 
Maggie & Faust

Mason John
Born 04.04.18
Welcomed by 
Cath & Matt



Welcome to the newest and smallest members
of Bays North Harbour Parents Centre!

Penelope Violet 
Born 20.03.18
Welcomed by 
Sam & Mop (Matt)

Sonya Charlotte
Born 28.01.18 
Welcomed by
Jevgenia & Johann

Featuring some of the bubs from classes earlier this year. They grow up so quickly! 

Clockwise from 9 o’clock: Leila, Arabella, 
Nadine, Anna, Lachie, Boden, Beau, Arlo.

Very left clockwise - Tehan, Jesse, Georgia, 
Quinn, Bentley and Alana.



 
 

Welcome
to our new expecting parents

Welcome to the new expecting parents of 
Bays North Harbour Parents Centre

Are you looking for quality, fun and informative antenatal classes? 
Bays North Harbour Parents Centre offers fantastic antenatal classes and coffee group 
setup. We are passionate about helping you build supportive friendships and lifelong 

relationships for you and your children.
Contact baysnorthantenatal@gmail.com for more information.





My Story: A Tale of Two Births
By Cara Le Mouton

My story begins on 22nd August 2011. My morning began like any normal morning and 
as the day progressed I started to get strong tightening pains across my belly. As I was 
throwing a baby shower for a good friend that same day, I breathed through the dull pains 
and used the party as a distraction. By the end of the day the contractions stayed constant 
but did not progress in length or strength so I scheduled in an appointment with my midwife.
I woke up the next day to the contractions having slowed down and very light movements 
from bub. We headed to the midwife appointment mid-morning. My midwife was concerned 
bub had moved but was not sure so off I went for a scan to find that my mischievous little girl 
had turned herself the wrong way up and was now breech. We headed back to the midwife 
and organised an appointment the next morning with a specialist in turning or ‘spinning’ 
breech babies the right way round.
Next morning, 24th August bubs due date, I woke up in the wee hours to no movements,        
I called my midwife and headed into hospital to get checked. Of course as soon as we got 
to the hospital bub started to kick again! We got all checked and as our appointment was 
only a few hours away we stayed in the hospital. Contractions had started up again now and 
were getting stronger and really painful across my back. After an unsuccessful attempt at 
spinning baby, I prepared for a breech birth as my midwife was trained in delivering breech 
babies. 
Time slowly passed, pains increased and I rocked on a gym ball and did lots of walking, hip 
circles and breathing. Unfortunately the contractions did not increase again for a few hours 
and bub got a bit agitated so the decision was made for an emergency cesarean. Wasn’t an 
ideal situation but we just wanted baby born healthy and safely. Off to theatre we went. The 
surgical team were amazing and talked us through the procedure. Not long after being all 
set up they announced that we had a little girl and they held her up for my husband to see 
her. She was quickly passed to my midwife and placed on my chest for me to check her out. 
After waiting 18 months to fall pregnant, several visits to infertility clinics and a diagnosis of 
PCOS, our wee Grace had finally arrived and boy was she unhappy about it. Had and still has 
some great loud lungs on her. We moved to Warkworth Birth Centre the day after she was 
born and spent a week recovering and being so well looked after by the lovely staff. 
It took me a few weeks to process the birth and, as a good friend said, to mourn the birth I had 
planned in my head. I talked it out with my midwife and good friends and then motherhood 
consumed me and on we moved to being a family of three. My wee girl is 7 years old this 
year and is full of sass, independence and stubbornness. Her birth was all her doing and I 
love her for it. 
Fast forward and my little Grace is nearly 1 year old and we find out that we are pregnant 
again oops! 2 babies only 19 months apart, bring on the challenge. Pregnancy number 2 
went smoothly, different cravings and not as many symptoms. We decided not to find out 
the gender this time around, which drove my husband crazy, but I loved that we were getting 
a surprise. The months flew by. Grace had her first birthday - lots of parties and family flying 
in from Australia. She learned to walk and she ‘talked’ constantly. She was so much fun.



7th April, estimated due date, came and went. I went to yoga class and just plodded round 
the house. 10th April and it all started! Contractions started slow and steady through the 
day. I called my mother-in-law and got Grace ready for her sleepover at nana and poppas. 
Then we went for a long walk on the beach which was so refreshing and of course stopped for 
ice-cream. By the evening contractions were strong and constant, but due to some bleeding I 
had to head in to hospital earlier than I had anticipated. 
Everything was checked, bub was doing well and I was handling the pain through breathing 
and walking. At 5cm, the contractions slowed down so my midwife broke my waters, then 
my poor body decided it had enough of the pain and started shaking. I asked for an epidural 
and that helped stop the shakes and let me rest. 2 hours later and I was at 10cm, yay! I was 
going to get the VBAC I had planned. We set up and I started pushing, 45 mins later and bub 
was just not happy. Heartbeat slowed too much and so another cesarean was planned, oh 
dear here we go again!
I was prepped for surgery and again had another great team looking after me. The surgeon 
knew I was nervous about the surgery and suggested that if bubs heartbeat had picked up 
she would let me try a ventouse birth in theatre, but she would only give me 2 pushes to try!
By the time we got to theatre, bub was doing well and I took up the challenge. I asked my 
midwife to tell me when contractions had started and I pushed and pushed. I could hear the 
surgeon say after the first push ‘good girl and I can see a head’ then she made my hubby 
come and watch our bub be born. Second contraction and our wee beautiful boy, Ethan was 
born. The 2 trainee midwifes in the theatre were crying and the surgical team were clapping, 
it was quite a different birth to Grace and a fun one too really. It helped me heal. 
Ethan was such a snuggler and I was on a high after his birth and was sooooo in love with 
our wee son. We headed to Warkworth again for 2 nights and introduced Grace to her new 
brother. She wasn’t so keen at first but she fell in love with him pretty quickly and they are 
now fast friends. 
I learned that my body was pretty amazing! Even when our plans don’t always go the way 
we want, sometimes that is ok. Be kind to yourself, take it easy as birth can be hard on our 
bodies. Make sure you have a great support network around you and talk about your plans 
and birth with friends and other mums or to a counselor. Its ok to cry about what did or 
didn’t happen for you and lastly give that newborn of yours a quick snuggle.



By Victoria Dickinson

When my first son Arthur was born, it was the middle of winter and we were living in an 
uninsulated ‘character villa’ in Westmere. I’d done my best to soften the chill, ensuring we 
had plenty of wood to keep the fire going, purchased an oil heater for the nursery and 
stocked up on merino and woolen blend onesies throughout my pregnancy. I’d hoped this, 
coupled with the copious amounts of knitwear from my Mum and Nana, would be sufficient 
to warm my newborn.

After Arthur’s arrival, we left our Birthcare bubble and returned home to our cold villa.               
I placed his bassinet bedside my bed, with the heater running non-stop and the fire going. 
I would wake in the night to check on him, adding another woolen blanket to his merino 
swaddled body and then lie awake with new mother anxiety hoping he would be warm 
enough. 

Fast forward four years, we had a second son, Woodrow, who was approaching two and 
a new (insulated) home. With no more babies in our future plans, I realised I had a large 
amount of baby clothing and bedding that I no longer needed. 

I flicked a message to my husband’s Aunt (Sara), a midwife. “Do you know of any mothers 
who may need some warm clothing”? Her response was a resounding YES! A wee baby, a 
few days old, wrapped in a towel taken home from hospital, living in a cold, converted garage 
was in desperate need of warmth. I immediately connected with a need to pass along these 
clothes and blankets that had warmed my own babies. They no longer held sentimental value. 
Their new value was in their ability to provide warmth for other babies in our communities.

I spoke with Sara further enquiring as to how many mothers she came across who had no 
clothing or bedding for their babies. “Unfortunately, all the time” was her reply. It was hard 
to fathom, but the more we spoke, the more we realised how simple it would be to provide 
immediate warmth to those babies. I knew so many friends with babies with an abundance 
of clothing and bedding… surely they would want to pass their things along, knowing it was 
going to the babies who need it the most? 

Amber, Sara’s daughter, in her final year of midwifery training had also witnessed this need 
first hand and felt passionately about doing something to alleviate this cruel side effect of 
poverty. The three of us joined forces and Warming Hearts NZ was born!

We combined our resources and networks and quickly got to work establishing donation 
drives, liaising with midwives and designing our bundles to ensure they would make a 
real difference to the lives of those receiving them. Amber and Sara, with their midwifery 
networks and first-hand knowledge were able to drive demand for the bundles ensuring as 
many babies as possible received warmth! I was able to tap into my networks both in my 
mother and business circles to provide resources and drive donations for the bundles.  

Warming Hearts is now into its third year, a registered charity, determined to make 
a difference. There’s no paperwork, no criteria, no declaration of poverty to be made.                       



As the weather is getting cooler it’s important to keep our little 
ones warm. And that’s why we’ve chosen to help support this 
awesome charity, Warming Hearts NZ.

It is a humble, immediate and effective solution to one of the most fundamental needs of a 
newborn – warmth. 

Babies rely completely on their caregiver in those first few months to provide that care and 
warmth, until their little bodies are able to regulate their body temperature. What if you 
were unable to afford a heater running 24/7? What if you were unable to purchase that 
merino onesie or any onesie for that matter because you needed to put petrol in the car, 
or buy new shoes for your older child? What if you didn’t have family or friends who could 
knit for you or friends with anything to pass along?  This is the reality for so many families, 
living in substandard housing, only barely managing to cover food, accommodation and 
utility costs. Don’t let the media fool you into thinking they are choosing to spend their 
money on non-essentials. Without funds, transport, networks or knowledge of how to access 
resources, baby clothing and bedding is deemed non-essential and unattainable.

Due to patient confidentiality, we are often in the dark as to the extent of poverty people 
in our community are living in, but what I do know is that these bundles are making a huge 
difference.

We need to spread word and keep driving those donations to ensure no baby goes without 
warmth this winter. It is a simple way to make a big difference and perhaps you have a few 
blankets or clothes and could spare some? Or you have friends who have finished growing 
their families, who are looking to clear out.  We collect clothing and bedding, suitable for 
babies from premature to six months old in good condition focusing on knitwear, merino and 
cotton. We have a full list of what we collect on our website.

Please visit our website www.warminghearts.co.nz or follow us on social media to find out 
more about the work we do. www.facebook.com/warmingheartsnz.



Keeping young babies warm during the winter months is important, but it’s just as important 
that your baby doesn’t get too hot.  These guidelines should help you find the perfect 
temperature.  

Newborn (0 – 6 weeks old)
Think of your baby as thermally-challenged.  Although newborns have some natural 
protection against the cold, they’re fairly helpless to protect themselves, particularly 
against the hypothermic effects of inhaling low air temperatures.  What newborns need is 
a consistently warm room, keep the room temperature around 18 degrees, check heaters 
regularly and use a thermostat. This is especially needed within the first 48 – 72 hours after 
birth. After the first month or so their body starts to fill out with improved levels of insulating 
fat. Dress in light layers, rather than bulky layers, of merino or cotton.

Non-mobile baby (7 weeks – 9 months old)
The golden rule is to always dress your baby in one extra layer than an adult.  So, if you 
have on a t-shirt, jumper and jacket, your baby needs a singlet, t-shirt, jumper and jacket.  
Similarly with bedding, so if you have one blanket on your bed, your baby needs two.
Most body heat escapes through the head – so in winter always put a hat that covers the 
ears on your baby before going outdoors and remove it when you’re indoors.  If their feet 
and hands are exposed make sure you put on booties or socks and mittens.  If your baby 
sucks on her hands, keep an extra pair of mittens handy as once they get wet they’ll make 
her colder rather than keep her warm.

Mobile baby (10 – 12 months old)
Dress your crawling or walking baby similarly to an adult in winter, with the added precaution 
of a hat to maintain heat.

Going outdoors?
If you’re using the pram, for some extra warmth think about including a liner and a storm 
rain cover.  Just keep in mind that while you’re working up a sweat walking around, your 
baby is just sitting still and will become cold well before you do.  Check baby regularly but 
if they start fussing they may be trying to tell you they’re cold.  Check baby’s fingers, toes, 
ears and face regularly and head indoors before they get uncomfortable.

Heading indoors?
Once inside, even if it’s just a quick stop at the supermarket, take at least one layer off your 
baby and the rain cover so baby doesn’t perspire, otherwise the dampness can make them 
colder when you go back outside into the winter air.  If you’ve covered baby with a blanket 
in the car and a hat, then take them off as soon as you come indoors or the car warms up.

Baby, its cold outside!
A guide to keeping your bubs warm in Winter

Information sourced from Onewa Parent Centre
and The Sleep Store



Baby’s room and bedding
Only use a heater to take the chill off your baby’s room, as babies shouldn’t sleep in hot 
rooms.  The recommended room temperature for a baby is 16 - 20°, with around 18° being 
ideal.  While this may feel a little chilly to you, your littlies will sleep better in a cooler room 
with warm layers close to the body.  
Rooms should be kept above 16 degrees to help prevent respiratory problems.
If you feel your baby is still cold, put more clothing on them or additional layers of bedding.  
The following guidelines were recently published in Australia’s Practical Parenting Magazine 
and are based on baby wearing a nappy, singlet, stretch ‘n grow and a cotton sheet 
(remember that their swaddle is 1 layer).
If the room is 12°, baby will need 4 layers on the bed
14° = 3 – 4 layers
16° = 3 layers
18° = 2 layers
20° = 1 – 2 layers.
Check baby’s temperature by feeling the skin on her chest or back.  Baby should feel warm 
but not hot, or clammy.  If baby is sweaty or red in the face she is too hot.

Tips and Tricks
• Use only natural fibre clothing with newborns - cotton or merino are best.
• Use light layers rather than bulky clothing.
• Use merino against the skin as it helps regulate temperature.
• Take any bulky jackets off before putting baby in the car seat. Straps cannot be tightened 

properly over a bulky jacket.
• Never put baby to bed with a hat. Babies release excess heat through their heads and 

can quickly overheat in a hat.
• Avoid synthetic fabrics that don’t breathe, e.g. polar fleece and mink blankets                            

or sleepwear.
• Use a room thermometer to keep track of the room temperature.
• Using the right weight sleeping bag, wool bedding and merino layers can really help you 

both get a great night’s sleep.  And don’t forget socks! 

Photo sourced from The Sleep Store



Volunteers: We need your help!
We have three vacant roles on our committee and are 
looking for passionate, organised people who want to 
give back to their community and can spare a few hours a 
month (depending on the role). 
Below are the Vacant Roles:
Funding Volunteer: We rely on grants and funding to 
keep our courses running and we need an organised 
person to submit and organise our grants. This role 

requires 2-3 hours per month and thanks to our previous volunteers it is well organised 
and very easy to step into. No previous experience required and you will receive a lot of 
support from our committee and presidents. 
Advertising/Marketing: Are you a social media whizz? We need someone to step into this 
role to mange our Facebook Page and website and renew our current advertisers for our 
Baby Babble Magazine. This is a volunteer role and requires 4-5 hours per month of your 
time. 
eNews: We need someone to write, build and send email newsletters like this one once 
every two months via an email tool called MailChimp. It’s pretty easy to pick up and it only 
takes 2-4 hours bi-monthly.
Please email Sharon at baysnorthvolunteer@gmail.com for more information. Our courses 
and committee are dependant on volunteers and we would love for you to join our team!  





Musical Activities Build Young Brains 
When a child is actively involved in musical activities multiple senses are stimulated at once.  
This enhances brain development. The key is the simultaneous stimulation. The child’s brain 
must build copious quantities of connections to process incoming information at the same 
time: touch, sound, light, colour, movement of objects, body movement, balance, and 
memory.  And the more brain connections a child has, the faster they can think.  

Children naturally respond to music so we can use music as vehicle for essential learning: 

Motor: Music motivates movement 
which builds body awareness, 
strength, agility, coordination and 
reaction control.     Coordination 
matures the brain for organized 
thought.  

Listening: Focussed listening develops. 
Vision: Colourful equipment stimulates 

vision. Moving in three dimensions 
builds eye strength. 

Language: Words tied to actions build 
language understanding. The repe-
tition of words in songs helps children hear and practice language. 

Musicality: We developing singing, the ability to move in time and play instruments. 
Starting early develops skills, and builds a love of music. 

Social: Working with others fosters self-confidence, team work, and  positive   
community attitudes. Sharing music with your child is a chance to enjoy quality time 

together. 
Memory: Sequences in melodies, rhythms, and actions build memory. 
Creativity: Children can discover, invent or develop their own movements. 

Sharing a fun activity with Mum, or another special adult , builds positive relationships and 
security, and if a child is happy their brain is open to learning.   

Kids Music Company has been running music sessions for children for 28 years and has a 
huge wealth of purpose-built songs and activities, winning 10 international awards for ex-
cellence in education. Our teachers are fully qualified and each has at least 30 years teach-
ing experience as well as almost as many years in motherhood. We have seen first-hand 
how musical experiences enrich a child’s life and give a HUGE learning advantage.  

Email janet@kidsmusic.co.nz for a free trial.  www.kidsmusic.co.nz  
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What does Life Insurance mean for 
your young family?

Life, trauma and mortgage/income protection can help 
protect your family if the worst happens.

For nine years we have been talking to Baby and You 
classes about the insurance needs of new families. 
As specialists we can tailor an insurance solution for 

your family’s specific situation, maximising benefits while 
minimising premiums. All new business from Parent Centre 
families returns a donation to Parent Centre to help them 

continue their excellent service.

Brady Arblaster
Tel: 09 447 3260 

Mob: 021 979 106
brady@insurancedesign.nz



Find us on
Facebook!

AN1702

Would you like updates on our
courses, vacancies, giveaways
membership and more?

‘Like’ our Facebook page to get more
information!

facebook.com/bnhparentscentre



See Advert included for $25 discount

Free Parents Centre Lesson

Receive 10% off your next party booking 

10% off any capsule hire or snap hire

Blooming Beautiful will give members a 10% 
Discount on any preloved maternity wear item. 
http://www.bloomingbeautiful.co.nz

Mention this advert and receive
10% Discount
www.sports4tots.co.nz

Nappies direct to your door
$5 off your next purchase of $25 or more at 
www.nappies.co.nz
Enter PARENTS at the checkout.

Members Discounts

Do you own a local business and would like to offer expecting or new parents
a discount? Contact baysnorthpcadvertising@gmail.com for more information!

15% discount to all our members
Discount not on prescriptions & already
discounted or items already on special.



A big thank you for the support from

Colour Adverts. 1 Issue Only 6 Issues 15% Disc

Full Page (Back) $100 $510

Full Page (Inside) $90 $459

Full Page $80 $402

Half Page $65 $340

Quarter Page $45 $235

Special Positions

Flyer Insert $110

Advertorial $80 - Must purchase advertising

Nappy Bag $35

Solus E-mail $150

Facebook post $75

advertise

Reach your
true potential

Reaching expectant 
and new parents in 
the Bays North 
Harbour and the 
Hibiscus areas, 
advertising with us 
will remind your 
existing customers 
that you’re still 
around, or attract 
new customers who 
may be in need of 
your products or 
services.

W I T H  U S ?

W O U L D  Y O U  L I K E  T O 








